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Joint Link Scheduling and Brightness Control for
Greening VLC-based Indoor Access Networks

Sihua Shao, Abdallah Khreishah, Issa Khalil

Abstract—Demands for broadband wireless access services is
expected to outstrip the spectrum capacity in the near-term-
“spectrum crunch”. Deploying additional femotocells to address
this challenge is cost-inefficient, due to the backhaul challenge
and the exorbitant system maintenance. According to an Alcatel-
Lucent report, most of the mobile Internet access traffic happens
indoor. Leveraging power line communication and the available
indoor infrastructure, visible light communication (VLC) can
be utilized with small one-time cost. VLC also facilitates the
great advantage of being able to jointly perform illumination
and communications, and little extra power beyond illumination
is required to empower communications, thus rendering wireless
access with small power consumption. In this study, we investigate
the problem of minimizing total power consumption of a general
multi-user VLC indoor network while satisfying users’ traf fic
demands and maintaining an acceptable level of illumination.
We utilize the column generation method to obtain anǫ-bounded
solution. Several practical implementation issues are integrated
with the proposed algorithm, including different configurations
of light source and ways of resolving the interference amongVLC
links. Through extensive simulations, we show that our approach
reduces the power consumption of the state-of-art VLC-based
scheduling algorithms by more than 60% while maintaining the
required illumination.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The Internet has emerged as an integral part of our lives,
which has gone far beyond its original use for connecting com-
puters, and now also inter-connects mobile phones, devices,
and everything. The traffic from wireless and mobile devices
will exceed that from wired devices by 2019 [1]. By the same
year, WiFi and mobile devices will account for 66% of IP
traffic. According to [2], we spend 90% of our time indoor
and 80% of the mobile Internet access traffic happens indoor
[3], [4]. This percentage will only increase as 54% of the
cellular traffic is expected to be offloaded to WiFi by 2019
[5]. It is expected that 87% of the companies would switch
providers by 2019 for better indoor coverage [3].

Relying on cellular networks alone to satisfy such demand
is not a viable solution, because the size of the cell can not be
decreased in an arbitrary fashion due to the backhaul challenge
[6] and the increased cost of building and maintaining the
system. This fact puts pressure on indoor networks to support
the insatiable demand for wireless Internet access.

To alleviate the problems of system construction and main-
tenance, and to enhance spectrum reusability, innovative ap-
proaches need to be adopted, among which visible light
communication (VLC) is an excellent candidate. The emer-
gence and the commercialization of power line communication
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concept [7], [8], makes it easy and attractive to add a driver
circuit to perform modulation functionality between the light
source and the power cables and utilize VLC with very small
one-time cost based on the available indoor infrastructure.
Benefiting from the short transmission range and unlicensed
wide bandwidth, VLC technology provided with LED devices
is characterized by high area spectral efficiency. As a comple-
mentary approach to the existing wireless RF solutions, VLC
is poised to overcome the crowded radio spectrum and become
a promising broadband wireless access candidate to resolvethe
“spectrum crunch” problem [9].

For indoors environment, whenever communication is
needed,lighting is also needed most of the time. According
to [10], energy consumption of lighting represents about 15%
of the worlds total energy consumption. Therefore, by jointly
performing lighting and Internet access, VLC can operate on
a very small energy budget.

For upper layers in multi-user scenarios, [11] and [12] con-
sider link scheduling algorithms to serve multiple users based
on multiple VLC links with no power efficiency guarantees.
The work in [11] relies on a simple impractical assumption to
measure the illumination using the average SNR distribution.
The work in [13] proposes an energy-efficient brightness
control and data transmission scheme for VLC. However, the
scheme can only be applied to the single user scenario and
only the optical power is taken into account when minimizing
the power consumption.

In this paper, we investigate the problem ofoptimizing
total power consumption of a general multi-user VLC indoor
network while satisfying the traffic demands and illumination
requirements. A novel algorithm is proposed to efficiently
obtain a practicalǫ-bounded solution. Our contributions are
summarized as follows:

• Minimizing the total power consumption for a general
multi-user VLC indoor network: Taking the users’
traffic demand and the illumination requirement of entire
horizontal space into account, the total power consump-
tion of a general multi-user VLC indoor network is
optimized via a novel efficient and practical algorithm.

• Effectively model the level of interference among VLC
links: Based on the proposed algorithm, an effective in-
terference management approach is verified by extensive
simulation results.

• Design of a novel structure of light source:An in-
novative configuration of light source is proposed and
analyzed, and compared with two other common config-
urations in terms of total power consumption.

• Validating the power efficiency and illumination sat-
isfaction: Extensive simulation results reveal that, our
proposed link scheduling algorithm can provide around
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Fig. 1. System model for multi-user VLC indoor network

60% and 80% saving in power consumption compared
to two VLC-based solutions, and the illumination distri-
bution obtained by our proposed algorithm can always
satisfy the requirements.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Access system model

Consider a visible light access system model (Fig. 1)
comprising of V = {1, 2, ..., i, ..., V } VLC APs,
M = {1, 2, ..., j, ...,M} user terminals (UTs), and
W = {1, 2, ..., b, ...,W} available channels with different
bandwidths. The bandwidth of channelb is denoted byBb.
We also denote the set of transmitters on VLC APi ∈ V by
Txi = {1, 2, ...,m, ..., |Txi|}, where |Txi| is the number of
transmitters on VLC APi, and the set of receivers on UT
j ∈ M by Rxj = {1, 2, ..., n, ..., |Rxj|}, where|Rxj | is the
number of receivers on UTj. We assume the UTj has a
throughput requirementRj .

A recent measurement study [14] on traces of 3785 smart
phone users from 145 countries over a four-month period
shows that the ratio of WiFi download traffic to its upload
traffic is 20:1. Therefore, in this work, we mainly consider
the power consumption for the downlink data transmission.
Regarding the uplink issue in VLC network, a hybrid WiFi-
VLC Internet access system (VLC downlink and WiFi uplink)
is presented in our earlier work [15]–[17].

B. Communication

Optical modulation is performed by varying the forward
current of the light source. The output optical power changes
proportionally to the modulated forward current. The increase
in total power consumption (including the power consumed by
modulator) is mainly due to the switching loss in the driver
circuitry at high speed (AC current for modulation). Such
behavior is observed in our preliminary experimental results
and the results in [18]. Here, we denote a peak-to-peak optical
signal strength (generated from AC current) byPAC and its
average value byPAC,Avg.

C. Illuminance

Consider a horizontal user plane comprising ofK =
{1, 2, ..., k, ...,K} positions and each position requires an
illumination level in the range ofEL

k andEU
k . The illumination

level of ambient light at positionk is denoted byEAm
k .

The illumination level at a given location depends on the
average optical power received. This can be generated by both

the DC and the AC current. We denote an optical DC power
(generated from DC current) byPDC , which is responsible
for compensating the average AC power in order to meet the
illumination demands.

The DC component does not require a current switching
process. This switching process reduces the efficiency of the
driver circuit and light source by consuming more power.
Thus, for the transmitterm of the ith VLC AP, we denote
ηi,mAC and ηi,mDC as the wall plug efficiency factors (i.e. the
ratio of the optical power consumption to the electrical power
consumption) for AC and DC optical power, respectively,
whereηi,mAC is generally smaller thanηi,mDC .

The illuminance represents the level of brightness of the illu-
minated surface. A horizontal illuminanceEk [lux] at position
k, can be given [13] asEk =

∑
i∈V

∑
m∈Txi

(P i,m
DC g

DC
i,k,m +

P i,m
AC,Avgg

AC
i,k,m)ρ, whereP i,m

DC andP i,m
AC,Avg denote the gener-

ated DC and average AC optical power from the transmitter
m of the ith VLC AP, respectively,ρ [lm/W] is the luminosity
efficacy, andgDC

i,k,m andgAC
i,k,m are given as follows

gDC
i,k,m =

mlDC + 1

2πD2
cosmlDC (θDC)cos(ψ)

gAC
i,k,m =

mlAC + 1

2πD2
cosmlAC (θAC)cos(ψ)

whereml is the Lambertian order (ml = −ln2/ln(cosθ1/2),
θ1/2 is the semi-angle at half power), (in Fig. 1)D is the
distance between VLC APi and positionk, θ is the radiance
angle, andψ is the incidence angle. Note that, theml and θ
of the DC and AC powered source could be different, which
will be discussed in detail in Section V.

D. Channel capacity, interference and noise

From [19], the received optical intensity via a line-of-sight
(LOS) path is about 30 times higher than that via the first
reflective path. Since LOS paths are typically feasible, in this
paper, we only consider the LOS links. The LOS channel gain
between VLC APi, using transmitterm, and UT j, using
receivern, denoted byHij,mn, is illustrated in [19].

It is worth noticing that, the gain of VLC channel highly
depends on the strict alignment between VLC transceivers.
In contrast to the omnidirectional WiFi channel, the potential
motion of users will lead to severe degradation of VLC channel
gain. Nevertheless, according to [4], most of the Internet
access traffic will happen indoor at fixed locations. Thus, we
focus on scenarios that the users’ location are fixed, where the
channel gain of VLC is more stable than that of WiFi [20].

The Gaussian noise of the optical wireless channel consists
of the shot noise (stems from the received optical power)
and the thermal noise (stems from the receiver’s circuitry).
Increasing the transmitted optical power increases the noise
level at the receiver. However, if the modulation bandwidth
is large (above 50 MHz) and the optical power level is low
(below 20 W) as is the case with most VLC APs and VLC
front-ends [21], the thermal noise would dominate the shot
noise [19]. With fixed gain of the receiver, the thermal noiseis
essentially independent of the ambient light and signal strength
while the shot noise is not. Our experimental results [16],
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[17] have validated this behavior even in outdoor settings.
Therefore, a constant variance of Gaussian noise can be
assumed.

Typically, there are two major interference models for the
wireless networks [22]: Physical Model and Protocol Model.
Under Physical Model, the link capacity depends on the signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the receiver side.
It is a very accurate representation of real scenarios, but
it is computationally difficult to work with. On the other
hand, Protocol Model only considers the pairwise interference
relationship among the links. With Protocol Model, the inter-
ference among individual VLC links can be modeled through
the use of a conflict graph [23]. The approach works as
follows. Each receiver on a UT or each transmitter on a VLC
AP is represented by a vertex in a graph. If a transmitter can
transmit to a receiver on a given channel, an edge is drawn
between the two vertices representing the transmitter and the
receiver. The conflict graph is then constructed, such that each
edge in the original graph is represented by a vertex in the
conflict graph. An edge in the conflict graph is drawn between
two vertices, if the corresponding edges in the original graph
interfere with each other. An interference constraint (addressed
in details in the next section) represents the fact that for a
successful transmission (i.e. vertex in the conflict graph), none
of those vertices (i.e. links in the original graph) connected by
an edge in the conflict graph are active at the same time. Based
on this interference constraint, the link capacity dependson
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) under Protocol Model.

Given a link with bandwidthBb, based on Shannon-Hartley
theorem [24], the maximum link capacityC when VLC AP
i, using transmitterm, transmits data to UTj, using receiver
n, on channelb, in two interference models are given [25] by

Cb
ij,mn(Protocol) = Bb × log2(1 +

(γHij,mnP
i,m
AC )2

N
) (1)

Cb
ij,mn(Physical) = Bb × log2(1 +

(γHij,mnP
i,m
AC )2

(γPI)2 +N
) (2)

whereγ is the detector responsivity,PI is the summation of
interference optical power andN is the variance of noise.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We investigate the minimum power consumption problem
for a multi-user VLC indoor network by joint link scheduling
and illuminating. For a conflict graph under Protocol Model,
an independent set(IS) I is defined as a set of vertices in the
conflict graph (i.e. links in the original graph) such that none
of them are connected by an edge [23].

Suppose all the ISs are known and the set of all ISs is
denoted asQ = {I1, I2, ..., Iq, ..., I|Q|}. In order to ensure
the successful transmissions in each IS, at any given time,
only one IS should be active. We defineωq as the fraction of
the time during which theqth IS is active. Therefore, we have

∑

1≤q≤|Q|
ωq ≤ 1, ωq ≥ 0 (3)

An integer variable is defined as follows:xq,bij,mn is equal to
1 if VLC AP i, using transmitterm, transmits to UTj, using
receivern, on channelb, in Iq, and equal to 0 otherwise.

Recall that thejth UT’s throughput requirement isRj . In
order to meet the traffic demands of users, the following set
of constraints need to be satisfied

∑

1≤q≤|Q|
ωq

∑

i∈V

∑

b∈W

∑

m∈Txi

∑

n∈Rxj

Cb
ij,mnx

q,b
ij,mn ≥ Rj

(∀j ∈ M) (4)

whereCb
ij,mn is calculated by (1).

Denote P i,q,m
DC as the ith VLC AP’s DC optical power

consumption of the transmitterm in theqth IS andP i,m
AC as the

fixed peak-to-peak signal strength ofith VLC AP’s transmitter
m. For one VLC transmitter, the summation ofPAC andPDC

can not exceed the maximum optical powerPmax. Thus we
have

P i,q,m
DC +

∑

j∈M

∑

b∈W

∑

n∈Rxj

P i,m
AC x

q,b
ij,mn ≤ P i,m

max

(∀i ∈ V , ∀m ∈ Txi, 1 ≤ q ≤ |Q|) (5)

Recall that, at positionk, the minimum and maximum
illuminance thresholds areEL

k andEU
k , respectively, and the

illuminance level of ambient light isEAm
k . The summation

of the LED lighting and the ambient lighting needs to be
within the range [EL

k ,EU
k ]. Therefore, we have the following

illumination constraints

EU
k ≥

∑

i∈V

∑

j∈M

∑

b∈W

∑

m∈Txi

∑

n∈Rxj

(P i,m
AC,Avgx

q,b
ij,mng

AC,q
i,k,m+

P i,q,m
DC gDC

i,k,m)ρ+ EAm
k ≥ EL

k (∀k ∈ K, 1 ≤ q ≤ |Q|) (6)

The reason for adding the superscriptq to the AC optical
power gain is that, the Lambertian order or the radiance angle
of the AC powered source on each VLC transmitter may be
varied in different IS. This condition will be demonstratedin
details in Section V.

Given the link scheduling in each IS, the illuminance
distribution from the average AC optical power can be ob-
tained. Therefore, to satisfy the maximum power constraint
(5) and the illumination constraint (6), we can compute the
optimal P i,q,m

DC for each VLC transmitter in each IS. Denote
PAC,Avg(Iq) and PDC(Iq) as the total AC and DC power
consumption of theqth IS, respectively. The optimal solution
of our algorithm might result in

∑
1≤q≤|Q| ωq < 1, this

means that the data transmission will be completed within
the

∑
1≤q≤|Q| ωq fraction of time. However, the illumination

is always needed. LetPmin
illumi represent the minimum total

power consumption when all the VLC APs only perform
illumination. This means that during the(1 −

∑
1≤q≤|Q| ωq)

fraction of time, the power consumption isPmin
illumi. Therefore,

the total power consumption optimization problem can be
formulated as follows

min
ωq

∑

1≤q≤|Q|
ωq[PAC,Avg(Iq) + PDC(Iq)]

+ (1−
∑

1≤q≤|Q|
ωq)P

min
illumi

s.t. (3), (4)
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Given that all the ISs satisfying constraints (5) and (6),
the formulated optimization problem is a linear programming
problem. We call this problem themaster problem(MP).
The solution to the MP is to find the optimal values ofωq

(1 ≤ q ≤ |Q|). In the next section, we will introduce the
challenges of solving the MP and our solution methodology.

IV. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

A. Challenges of Solving MP

To efficiently solve the MP, there are two main challenges:
i) Although the MP is a linear programming problem if all the
ISs are given, the IS decision problem itself is NP-complete
[23] and hence it is believed that there is no efficient algorithm
for solving it. ii) Even if all the ISs are given, the number
of ISs and corresponding variables increases exponentially as
the number of links increases. Therefore, the complexity of
solving the MP will be extremely high when the network is
very large. We propose a column generation basedǫ-bounded
approximation algorithm to resolve these challenges.

B. Column Generation

Column generation [26] is an efficient algorithm for solving
large scale (i.e. the number of variables is large) linear pro-
gramming problem. Even though the MP has a large number of
variables, only a small subset of them will be non-zero (basis
variables) in the optimal solution. Based on this observation,
rather than adding all the variables in the MP, column genera-
tion only generates the variables with the highest potential to
enhance the objective function. In particular, the large MPis
split into two smaller and simpler problems:restricted master
problem (RMP) and pricing problem (PP). The RMP only
includes an initial subset of variables in the MP, and the PP
is a new optimization problem assigned to find a variable or
a column (i.e. independent set) that has the most negative
reduced cost (i.e. decrease of the objective value). The process
works iteratively as follows: the RMP is solved and its optimal
and dual optimal solutions are obtained; the PP utilizes the
dual optimal solution of the RMP to identify the column with
the most negative reduced cost and adds it into RMP to re-
optimize RMP. The process continues until the objective value
of PP is non-negative. If the PP returns a non-negative solution,
the solution of RMP is the optimal solution to the MP.

Instead of considering the setQ of all the ISs, RMP starts
with an initial setQ̃ of ISs (called observed ISs). A simple
method of selecting the initial ISs is to place only one active
link in each of them. Hence, the RMP is formulated as follows

min
ωq

∑

1≤q≤|Q̃|

ωq[PAC,Avg(Iq) + PDC(Iq)]

+ (1−
∑

1≤q≤|Q̃|

ωq)P
min
illumi

s.t.
∑

1≤q≤|Q̃|

ωq

∑

i∈V

∑

b∈W

∑

m∈Txi

∑

n∈Rxj

Cb
ij,mnx

q,b
ij,mn ≥ Rj

(∀j ∈ M)
∑

1≤q≤|Q̃|

ωq ≤ 1, ωq ≥ 0

wherePDC(Iq) (1 ≤ q ≤ |Q̃|) can be computed optimally
by satisfying the maximum power constraint (5) and the
illumination constraint (6).

After solving the RMP, the primal optimal solution and the
Lagrangian dual optimal solution can be obtained. Since the
ISs in RMP is only a subset of the ISs in MP (i.e.Q̃ ⊆ Q),
the primal optimal solution of RMP can be regarded as an
upper bound of the optimal solution of MP. Adding another
column, which does not exist in RMP, may reduce the upper
bound and improve the objective function. Therefore, the PP
is responsible for generating a column with the most negative
reduced cost.

For a IS that has not been observed (i.e. included in the
RMP), the PP needs to determine whether the reduced cost of
the IS is negative or not. Referring to [26], the reduced cost
of Iq can be calculated ascr(Iq)− Pmin

illumi, where

cr(Iq) =
∑

i∈V

∑

j∈M

∑

b∈W

∑

m∈Txi

∑

n∈Rxj

(
1

ηi,mAC

P i,m
AC,Avgx

b
ij,mn+

1

ηi,mDC

P i,m
DC )−

∑

j∈M
λj

∑

i∈V

∑

b∈W

∑

m∈Txi

∑

n∈Rxj

Cij,mnx
b
ij,mn

whereλj is the Lagrangian dual optimal solution for thejth

UT. To find theIq with the most negative reduced cost, the
objective of PP is to minimizecr(Iq)− Pmin

illumi.
Regarding the constraints of PP, under Protocol Model,

we denoteT b
ij,mn as the set of links that interfere with the

transmission from theith AP, using transmitterm, to thejth

UT, using receivern, on channelb. Thus, we have

xbij,mn +
∑

pq,uv∈Tij,mn

xbpq,uv ≤ 1

(∀i ∈ V , ∀j ∈ M, ∀m ∈ Txi, ∀n ∈ Rxj) (7)

In addition, the total number of transmitting links at VLC AP
i and receiving links at UTj should be no larger than|Txi|
and |Rxj |, respectively, which means

∑

j∈M

∑

b∈W

∑

m∈Txi

∑

n∈Rxj

xbij,mn ≤ |Txi| (∀i ∈ V) (8)

∑

i∈V

∑

b∈W

∑

m∈Txi

∑

n∈Rxj

xbij,mn ≤ |Rxj | (∀j ∈ M) (9)

Besides, a transmitter of a VLC AP can not transmit to
multiple UTs and a receiver of a UT can not receive from
multiple VLC APs due to interference. Therefore, we get

∑

j∈M

∑

b∈W

∑

n∈Rxj

xbij,mn ≤ 1 (∀i ∈ V , ∀m ∈ Txi) (10)

∑

i∈V

∑

b∈W

∑

m∈Txi

xbij,mn ≤ 1 (∀j ∈ M, ∀n ∈ Rxj) (11)

It is worth noticing that, in contrast to RF communication,
the optical signal propagation may not be isotropic from the
perspective of UTs plane (e.g. the central luminous flux is not
vertical to the horizontal UTs plane), and also the orientation
and filed of view (FOV) of VLC receiver can be tuned in order
to receive signals from a specific direction and a small range.
Thus, using the same channel, a transmitter of a VLC AP can
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transmit to multiple UTs, and a UT can receive from multiple
VLC APs.

Assembling together the constraints of power and brightness
control with the above constraints, the PP can be formulated
as follows:

min
Iq∈Q\Q̃

cr(Iq)− Pmin
illumi

s.t. (7), (8), (9), (10), (11)

P i,m
DC +

∑

j∈M

∑

b∈W

∑

n∈Rxj

P i,m
AC x

b
ij,mn ≤ P i,m

max

(∀i ∈ V , ∀m ∈ Txi)

EU
k ≥

∑

i∈V

∑

j∈M

∑

b∈W

∑

m∈Txi

∑

n∈Rxj

(P i,m
DC g

DC
i,k,m+

P i,m
AC,Avgx

b
ij,mng

AC
i,k,m)ρ+ EAm

k ≥ EL
k (∀k ∈ K)

whereP i,m
DC andxbij,mn are the variables.

RMP and PP are solved in an iterative way, until PP returns
a non-negative reduced cost. However, since the size ofQ
could be huge, it might take long time to reach the optimal
solution. Therefore, instead of finding the optimal solution,
we propose anǫ-bounded approximation approach to find a
satisfactoryǫ-bounded solution.

C. ǫ-Bounded Approximation Approach

Let z∗ denote the optimal result of MP andzu denote
the optimal result of RMP (upper bound onz∗), whenκ ≥∑

1≤q≤|Q| ωq holds for the optimal solution of MP, thezu can
not be reduced more thanκ times the most negative reduced
costc∗r [27] :

zu + κc∗r ≤ z∗ ≤ zu

Denotezl = zu + κc∗r as the lower bound onz∗ and the
following lemma can be proved.

Lemma 1:Define ǫ as0 ≤ ǫ < 1. The optimal solution of
RMP zu ≤ (1 + ǫ)z∗, if zu/zl ≤ 1 + ǫ.

Proof: If zu/zl ≤ 1+ ǫ, thenzu ≤ (1+ ǫ)zl ≤ (1+ ǫ)z∗.
Hence,zu is the ǫ-bounded solution of MP.

Based on theǫ-bounded approximation approach, the itera-
tion of column generation can be terminated whenc∗r ≥ 0 or
zu/zl ≤ 1 + ǫ.

D. Reality Check

Although the column generation basedǫ-bounded approx-
imation algorithm is capable of efficiently finding theǫ-
bounded solution of MP, the feasibility of the Protocol Model
solution is doubtful. Under the Protocol Model, the impact
of some non-zero interfering links are neglected, which may
lead to overestimation of the achievable link capacity. Thus the
power consumption solution (under the Protocol Model) of MP
may be lower than the real power consumption in practice. To
investigate the practical objective value of MP, a validation
process called “reality check” is introduced in [28]. Note that,
in [28], the “reality check” process is neither integrated with
the column generation algorithm nor applied to evaluate the
real power consumption.

Since the Protocol Model solution of RMP includes all the
ISs with non-zeroωq, the link scheduling (i.e. which link is
active and which link is idle) of each of those ISs can be
known. Hence, the actual achievable capacity of each active
link can be recomputed by equation (2). The “reality check”
process consists of two steps: i) Recompute the actual link
capacity by equation (2) for the Protocol Model solution of
RMP; ii) Substitute the recomputed link capacity into RMP
and re-optimize the RMP to obtain a feasible solution of
power consumption. The column generation basedǫ-bounded
approximation algorithm with reality check is summarized in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Column generation basedǫ-bounded approxima-
tion algorithm with reality check

Input: Initial independent sets̃Q, traffic demandsRj , in-
terference set of each linkT b

ij,mn, Protocol Model link
capacityCb

ij,mn, optical signal strengthP i,m
AC , maximum

power consumptionP i,m
max, approximation factorǫ, gains

of AC and DC optical powergAC
i,k,m andgDC

i,k,m, wall plug
efficiency factorsηi,mAC and ηi,mDC , illuminance lower and
upper boundsEl

k andEu
k , ambient lighting levelEAm

k ,
c∗r = −∞, κ = 1, zl = −∞ andzu = ∞.

Output: Time fraction (out of one time unit)ωq and solution
of RMP zu.

1: ComputePAC,Avg(Iq) andPDC(Iq) for Q̃, and compute
Pmin
illumi;

2: while zu/zl > 1 + ǫ andc∗r < 0 do
3: Solve RMP and obtain its optimal resultzu and dual

optimal solutionλj ;
4: Solve PP withλj and obtain a ISIq with c∗r and the

corresponding optimalP i,q,m
DC ;

5: Update c∗r and Q̃ = Q̃
⋃
Iq, and compute the new

PAC,Avg(Iq) andPDC(Iq);
6: zl = zu + c∗r ;
7: end while
8: Update the link capacity in RMP by reality check;
9: Re-optimize RMP and obtain its optimal resultzu;

V. PRACTICAL ISSUES

A. Three Configurations of Light Source

Typically, a light source operates with fixed beamangle (i.e.
formed by the central luminous flux and the central vertical
line) and beamwidth (i.e. semi-angle at half powerθ1/2).
This configuration is capable of efficiently providing sufficient
illumination. However, its weak competitiveness manifeston
the communication functionality, due to the high inter-link
interference and non-uniform distribution of optical signal
strength, which will lead to severe degradation of channel
gain when the transceivers are not strictly aligned. To mitigate
the interference and enhance the channel gain, mechanically
steering the beamangle and beamwidth is introduced in [29]
and [11]. In this paper, we further explore the impact of
tuning the beamangle and beamwidth on the power consump-
tion of multi-user VLC indoor networks. Although adjustable
beamangle can be implemented by traditionalmechanical
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Fig. 2. Three different configurations: a) fixed beamangle and beamwidth;
b) mechanically adjustable beamangle and beamwidth; c) electronically se-
lectable beamangle and beamwidth

steering method, the energy cost of tuning the orientation
of light source is considerable [30], and even worse, the
time it takes to change the direction is inevitable, which
will bring a significant negative-impact on the network delay
and capacity. To circumvent these problems, a new structure
of light source is proposed. Multiple chips with different
beamangles and beamwidths are installed on one light source
and the diversity of orientation of light source can be imple-
mented by activating any of those chips. This configuration
is motivated by the “electronic steering” concept introduced
in [30]. Since the new structure of light source needs to be
specified before being evaluated by the optimization algorithm,
we outline an implementable design of such light source
based on the assumption of uniformly distributed UTs. In
summary, three configurations1 (shown in Fig. 2) of light
source are investigated: i) fixed beamangle and beamwidth;
ii) mechanically adjustable beamangle and beamwidth; iii)
electronically selectable beamangle and beamwidth.

As shown in Fig. 2, for Config. a, the beamwidth and
beamangle are fixed regardless of the location of UT. The
orientation of all VLC APs are vertical to the horizontal UTs
plane. The semi-angle at half powerθ1/2 (i.e. beamwidth)
of AC and DC powered sources are the same. For Config.
b, the beamwith and beamangle are tunable. For the purpose
of concentrating the optical signal, theθ1/2 of AC powered
source is set to be smaller than that of DC powered source.
By adjusting the beamangle, the transmitter can directly point
to the receiver. It can be seen that, for Config. b, the radiance
angle of each link is always zero. For Config. c, multiple
chips are installed on one VLC AP. The beamangle and
beamwidth of each chip are fixed. Nevertheless, the VLC AP
can selectively activate any of those chips and “electronically
steering” the beamangle and beamwidth. Notice that, since the
beamangle of each chip (for Config. c) is fixed, the transmitter
might not be able to directly point to the receiver, such as for
Config. b. Next, we specify the new structure of light source
for Config. c.

B. New Structure of Light Source

1In order to distinguish the difference among three configurations, it is
assumed that, in the first and the second configurations, the beamangle of all
the transmitters on one VLC AP are the same.

Fig. 4. New structure of light source

Fig. 3. Grid structure of multi-
user VLC indoor network

As shown in Fig. 3, the VLC
APs are mounted on the ceiling
in grid structure. To maximize
the capacity of each link, each
UT2 chooses the nearest VLC
AP to associate with, thus the
served area of each VLC AP
can be modeled as a square. In
Fig. 4, a new structure of light
source is shown. It can be seen
from Fig. 4 (a) that, one VLC AP is equipped with(n×n)+1
chips, includingn×n (n is a multiple of 2) peripheral chips and
one central chip, which is mainly responsible for illuminating.
In Fig. 4 (c), a square area served by a VLC AP is equally
divided inton×n small square regions. Each peripheral chip is
assigned to serve one region. The star (i.e. center of coverage)
in each region is the intersection of the central luminous flux
of the corresponding peripheral chip and the horizontal UT
plane. Each star is located at the center of each square region.
Denote the side length of a square area served by a VLC
AP as l, the maximum distancedmax between a UT and its
corresponding center of coverage satisfydmax ≤

√
2l

2n .

C. Constructing conflict graph

In this section, we also introduce an effective approach
to construct the conflict graph for multi-user VLC indoor
networks. Traditionally, in Protocol Model, whether or not
a transmission is being interfered by another transmission
is determined by the distance between the receiver and the
non-intended transmitter [22], [28], [31]. In VLC network,
this standard is not always applicable, since the optical signal
propagation may not be isotropic from the perspective of UTs
plane. In [12], the orientation of each VLC AP is fixed and
vertical to the horizontal UTs plane, such that the conflict
graph, constructed by using the interference range [22] as in
RF networks, is valid. However, if the orientation of VLC APs
is tunable, then interference range is not a reliable measure to
accurately model the level of interference. As such, we propose
a new criterion, according to which, if one of the pairwise

2To focus on the configuration of light source and make it easier to
understand, it is assumed here and also in the simulation that, each UT is
equipped with only one receiver. It means that each UT can connect to only
one VLC AP at a time.
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signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) measurement of two links is
lower than a thresholdSIRth, those two links can not be
scheduled in the same IS.

Under Protocol Model, we define a maximum SIR threshold
as SIRmax

th such that ifSIRth ≥ SIRmax
th , then when any

link is active, other links on the same channel can not be active.
A minimum SIR thresholdSIRmin

th is 1, since ifSIRth < 1,
the interference signal will be stronger than the transmission
signal. For a wireless network with high traffic load, there
could exist an upper boundSIRU

th for SIR threshold such
that if SIRth > SIRU

th, the Protocol Model solution is
infeasible (i.e.

∑
1≤q≤|Q| ωq > 1). For a dense wireless

network, there could exist a lower boundSIRL
th such that

if SIRth < SIRL
th, even though the Protocol Model solution

is feasible (i.e.
∑

1≤q≤|Q| ωq ≤ 1), the reality check result
is infeasible. Therefore, we need to select theSIRth within
the range[SIRL

th, SIR
U
th]. In the next section, we study the

SIRU
th and theSIRL

th for a VLC indoor network with three
different configurations of light source through simulations.

VI. N UMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we conduct extensive simulations to evaluate
our proposed algorithm integrated with the practical issues.
The simulations are conducted under Matlab R2013b and
CPLEX 12.6.1 [32] on a computer with 2.0 GHz and 4 GB
RAM. We study the cost of solving the MP under different
values of ǫ. Our proposed algorithm is compared with two
other recent schemes [11], [12] in terms of power consumption
and running time. In [11], the VICO framework does not con-
sider the illumination constraints in the algorithm. LetPtotal

represent the total power consumption of a given scheme, since
the illumination is always needed, the power consumption
evaluated in the numerical analysis isPtotal − Pmin

illumi.
The room size is 6.0 m× 6.0 m× 3.0 m. The height of desk

is 0.8 m and the UTs are randomly distributed on the desk
according to uniform distribution. There are 36 (6×6) VLC
APs in grid structure installed on the ceiling and each VLC
AP is equipped with one chip3 (i.e. transmiter) filled with 625
(25×25) white light LEDs. Note that, for the new structure
of light source (Fig. 5), each VLC AP is equipped with 5
such chips4. The distances between two neighboring VLC APs
and two neighboring LEDs are 1 m and 1 cm, respectively.
The maximum transmitted optical power of each LED is 20
mW. The value ofPAC of each VLC AP is set to 0.1 W.
PAC,Avg is set to be half ofPAC . The channel bandwidth of
each VLC link is 100 MHz and we assume all the VLC APs
use the same channel in the simulation. The constant Gaussian
noise is calculated from the parameters in [19] and set to be
4.7×10−14 A2. The receiver parameters (i.e. FOV of receiver,
detector area of a photodiode, gain of optical filter, refractive
index of lens and O/E conversion efficiency) are the same with
those in [19]. The required illuminance range is 300-500 lux.
For Config. a, the semi-angle at half powerθ1/2 of AC and

3It means that each VLC AP can serve only one UT at a time.
4In order to fairly evaluate the three configurations, for Config. c, it

is assumed that only one of the peripheral chips can be activefor data
transmission at a time, and the total optical power generated from one VLC
AP can not exceed thePmax of a single chip.

Fig. 5. A sample new structure light source

TABLE I
ITERATION NUMBER AND RUNNING T IME FOR AN ǫ-BOUNDED SOLUTION

ǫ Number of Iterations Running Time (s)
0.01 14 9.33
0.005 22 11.56

1×10−14 44 17.84

DC powered sources are both set to 70◦. For Config. b,θ1/2
of AC powered source is set to 30◦, while that of DC powered
source is set to 70◦. For Config. c, as shown in Fig. 5,θ1/2
of the central chip is set to 70◦, and θ1/2 of the peripheral
chips are all set to 30◦. The wall plug efficiency factorsηAC

andηDC for all the VLC transmitters are set to 0.02 and 0.1,
respectively.

A. Cost of solving MP

For a 30-UTs VLC indoor network, Table I shows the
number of iterations and the total running time needed to
achieve anǫ-bounded solution. It can be seen that, it takes 14
iterations and 9.33 seconds to obtain 1%-bounded results, and
44 iterations and 17.84 seconds to get a near-optimal result(i.e.
ǫ ≈ 0). For the following numerical results, we useǫ = 0.01.

B. Constructing Conflict Graph

For a 30-UTs VLC indoor network under Config. a, the
traffic demand of each UT is 20 Mbps, we show the Protocol
Model solutions and the corresponding reality check results
in Fig. 6. The upper bound for SIR thresholdSIRU

th is 3,
and if SIRth > 3, the Protocol Model solution will be
infeasible. The lower bound for SIR thresholdSIRL

th is 2,
and ifSIRth < 2, the reality check solution will be infeasible.
When2 ≤ SIRth ≤ 3, although the Protocol Model solution
is almost the same, a lowerSIRth will lead to a higher
reality check result, which is due to neglecting the non-zero
interference in Protocol Model. Thus, choosingSIRU

th as
the SIR threshold will minimize the total power consumption
while satisfying the traffic demands.

In Fig. 7, we show theSIRU
th and theSIRL

th for a VLC
indoor network under the three configurations. As the number
of UTs increases, theSIRU

th will decrease and theSIRL
th will

increase. And when theSIRU
th and theSIRL

th converge to
one value, this indicates that the traffic load reaches up to the
system capacity. From Fig. 7, we can observe that, the system
capacity of Config. b and Config. c is around double that of
Config. a. And the feasible region of Config. b and Config. c
is larger than that of Config. a, which shows the superiority
of the new structure of light source (i.e. Config. c).
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C. Power Consumption Evaluation

In the following, we evaluate the objective value (i.e. power
consumption) for the three configurations, in terms of different
number of UTs. From Fig. 8 , it can be observed that, the
real power consumption (after reality check) for Config. a is
more than double that for Config. b and Config. c. More to
the point, the real power consumption for Config. c, which is
much more practical than Config. b, is almost the same as that
for Config. b. In summary, the new structure of light source
(i.e. Config. c) is a practical design and capable to provide
excellent power-saving performance.

We also compare theǫ-bounded solution obtained by col-
umn generation (CG) with the results obtained by a random
link scheduling introduced in VICO [11] and a link scheduling
based on maximum weighted independent set (MWIS) intro-
duced in [12]. The real power consumption under the three
algorithms are simulated in terms of different number of UTs
and different throughput requirement of each UT. As shown
in Fig. 9, the traffic demand of each UT is 5 Mbps, the real
power consumption under VICO and MWIS becomes much
higher than that under CG, as the number of UTs increases.
For a 35-UTs network, the CG algorithm cuts the power
consumption of VICO by 60%. Although the MWIS algorithm
can achieve a better objective value under Protocol Model than
random scheduling, after reality check its power consumption
is much worse than that of VICO due to neglecting the non-
zero interference from other links. The results shown in Fig. 10
are consistent with the above analysis. For a 20-UTs VLC
network, as the throughput requirement of each UT increases,
there is almost no changes in the gaps between the real power
consumption obtained by three algorithms.

D. Illumination Evaluation

Regarding the illuminance satisfaction, in our proposed
algorithm, since the illuminance level for the entire horizontal
space is conditioned to be within the specified range (300-
500 lux), the illuminance distribution always meets the re-
quirements. In Fig. 12, we show a sample distribution of
illuminance under our proposed algorithm. We also show a
sample illuminance distribution under VICO framework in
Fig. 13. Around 70% of the horizontal space do not meet the
illumination requirements, because VICO framework does not
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take the illumination constraints into account when performing
the optimization algorithm.

E. Cost of three algorithms

The running time costs by minimizing the power consump-
tion under three algorithms are shown in Fig. 11. We can
observe that, the CG algorithm costs around 5.2 seconds
more than that of the random link scheduling under VICO.
Nevertheless, the optimization algorithm can be run with one-
time cost in the centralized controller and no extra operations
are needed until the network environment changes. This extra
overhead is acceptable, given that our algorithm can achieve
a 60% power-saving performance while satisfying the illumi-
nation requirements.
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VII. R ELATED WORK

Many efforts have been paid on the VLC indoor network,
however, most of them do not provide comprehensive con-
sideration on the illumination and communication, or only
focus on limited aspects. Even though one of them [11] pro-
poses a framework for configuring the VLC indoor networks
with adjustable LEDs beamangle and beamwidth, the link
scheduling algorithm has no power efficiency guarantees and
the framework relies on a simple impractical assumption to
measure the illumination using the average SNR distribution.

The LED angle tuning issue is also studied in [29], which
only presents the heuristic simulation results of the average
SNR distribution without considering illumination. For the
cooperation among VLC cells, the work in [33] presents
an elaborative study on the bandwidth efficiency of four
different VLC cell formations. However, in the cooperative
load balancing approach, the users traffic demand is not
concerned. The merging VLC cell approach is also studied
in [12], which has not taken the illumination into account. In
[34], an optimal Lambertian order algorithm is proposed. To
maximize the VLC cell boundary signal strength, an optimal
Lambertian order can be found by calculating the first order
derivative of the VLC path loss model. Whereas the illumi-
nation and multiple users scenario are not considered in this
work. The work in [35] introduces the concept of DC and AC
optical power without considering overall power consumption
optimization and the distribution of illumination. In [13],
the authors investigate the energy-efficiency for only optical
power with brightness control and data transmission in VLC
networks. Three power levels of the sub-carrier pulse position
modulation scheme are utilized as the variables to perform
the power consumption optimization. Nonetheless, in their
optimization constraints, the brightness control is only applied
to the location of user, which is not practicable. A multi-
transceiver optical wireless spherical structure is proposed in
[30]. The spherical optical antenna is tessellated with multiple
LEDs, to enable the beamangle diversity. However, this design
does not carefully consider the illumination functionality of
LEDs. The transverse line-of-sight of the spherical optical
antenna may produce glaring in some specific scenarios. Sev-
eral brightness control methods have been introduced in [36].
The PWM and DC bias are two predominant approaches for
dimming control. A room division multiplexing-based VLC

network is proposed in [37], while in our work, the concept
of space division multiplex is manifested by adjusting the
Lambertian order.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the problem of minimizing
the total power consumption of a general multi-user VLC
indoor network while satisfying the traffic demands and pro-
viding acceptable level of illumination. A column generation
basedǫ-bounded approximation algorithm with reality check
is proposed. Regarding the light source, three configurations
are considered and one of them (i.e. a new structure of light
source) is proposed. For constructing the conflict graph, an
effective range of SIR threshold is evaluated by extensive
simulation results. The power consumption of the three config-
urations are evaluated by simulations and the results reveal that
the new structure light source is practical and provides power-
efficient solutions. Compared to two other VLC link schedul-
ing algorithms, our proposed algorithm can achieve a better
performance of power consumption, especially in crowded
scenarios, while satisfying the illumination requirements on
the entire horizontal plane.
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